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Case Timeline & Key Background 

May 16, 2022 
After more than one year of legal discovery 

regarding TTV 1s challenge efforts and other tactics, 
Fair Fight moves for summary judgment, arguing 

that TTV 1s actions constitute voter intimidation as a 
matter of law. Defendants also move for summary 

judgment, arguing their actions are protected by the 
First Amendment to the Constitution, among other 

legal defenses. 

October 2022 
The federal court presiding over Fair Fight v. True the 

Vote affords the U.S. Department of Justice (DOJ) 
the opportunity to intervene given Defendants1 First 

Amendment and their apparent constitutional 
challenge to Section 11 (b) of the Voting Rights Act. 

Two months later, the DOJ intervened.

March 6, 2023 
The Court grants the motion filed by Fair Fight and 

its co-plaintiffs that asked the Court to exclude 
improper II expert 11 testimony offered by Defendants 

in support of their summary judgment arguments. 
The testimony, given by Gregg Phillips (founder of 

Defendant OPSEC, LLC) and Defendants Mark Davis 
and Derek Somerville, relates to the purported 

reliability of the algorithm used to make Defendants1

voter challenge lists. 

October 26, 2023 
Trial will begin in Gainesville, Georgia for the federal 

voting rights case Fair Fight v. True the Vote. 

August 1 7, 2022 
Fair Fight remains committed to fighting back 
against mass challenges after viewing an email sent 
from TTV telling supporters that the group has 
chosen to 11 hold off on submitting additional 
challenges11 during the Fair Fight lawsuit, but that 
TTV intends to 1'submit challenges ... just as soon as 
the lawsuit wraps up. 11

January 1 7, 2023 
The DOJ files a brief in Fair Fight v. True the 
Vote, arguing the Court 1

1should reject 
Defendants1 challenges to the constitutionality 
of Section 11 (b). 11 

March 9, 2023 
The Court rules on the parties

, 
cross motions for 

summary judgment, and through its Order, confirms 
Plaintiffs will receive a trial on the merits of their 
claim. The court also ruled in Plaintiffs

, 
favor with 

respect to certain affirmative defenses raised by 
Defendants-namely, the Court rejected 
Defendants

, 
arguments that their mass challenges 

are lawful because the U.S. Constitution protects 
them from vote dilution. 
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